Radio Show on How to
Handle Your Money
There are two parts to our
personalities: the phony
you—the ego
And the real you your soul
We catch egos like we catch
the common cold —from
each other
Our parents, friends and TV
and movie personages.
• The soul is the secret you,
you know inside of you
• My book Unraveling your
past which can be found on
our web site of the same
name
Unravelingyourpast.com
helps you to get rid of the ego
so that you can be yourself
your soul self.
The ego speaks and acts on automatic pilot and then your soul has
to explain it to the principal, the
teacher, your parent, the police the
judge.
The ego does the crime and the soul
does the time.
So how does the ego interfere with
your money.
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You have a choice: To be the soul or to be the ego.
1. Did you ever wonder why you
make a decision one day to save
money and stop shopping and
—then you find yourself buying
everything in sight? Our guest
Dr. Paulette Renee Broqueville
has written a book called
“Unraveling Your Past.........to
......... Get Into the Present” and
she will tell us why this happens.
2. Do you ever fight with yourself
about money? Who’s fighting?
Who’s winning? Dr. Broqueville
will tell us who’s fighting and
give us the edge on winning the
battle over money.
3. Do you feel like someone else is
spending all your paycheck and
yet you live alone? Don’t you
wish you could catch the thief?
Dr. Broqueville will tell us how
to protect our money from the
thief who lives in us!
4. Who’s money life are you living?
Your mom’s, your dad’s your
friend’s ....your’s? Our guest
will tell us how to start living
your own money life, she is the
authoress of the new book called
Unraveling Your Past to Get Into
the Present. Her name is Dr.
Paulette Renee Broqueville.
(brookville)
The above were the questions asked in
the radio program.

New book: Unraveling Your Past to Get
Into the Present is available for anyone
who wishes to help by contributing it to
the people in prison and to after school
programs. Unraveling Your Past to Get
Into the Present is a book that helps the
reader grow up to be the soul, the real
you who is in charge of your life rather
than an ego that is out of control. The
ego commits the crime and the soul
does the time.
The children know what I am talking
about because the children see the
phony ego in the parents and complain
about it, unfortunately the child grows
up to become a phony ego himself or
herself.
The soul of the child is never talked to
or loved and the ego just takes over the
life of the person. This must change or
we will continue to have prisoners and
children who are out of control and
parents who are phony egos raising children with out of control egos.
The sensitive part of you is your soul,
the real you. This book teaches the
reader to be the soul, be real, be true,
be who you were born to be. I hope that
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Your ego spends it all and your soul saves and decides how to
spend money.

someone reading this will look at our website
www.unravelingyourpast.com and decide to purchase a block
of books to give away to the prisons or children in high schools.
We need a change and the only way we can have a change in
our society is one person at a time: that means that we each
have to change ourselves. Unraveling Your Past to Get Into
the Present does just that: it helps the reader rethink his her
life and make the change. Being the soul is being in control——being the ego is being out of control. Please help by
telling the right people who could donate these books to
schools and prisons to go to our website at
www.unravelingyourpast.com

• Decide today who you want to be the ego or your
soul.
The money ego has many heads greed, jealousy, desire and
graft not to mention competition.
• When you see something you really must buy, steal or
you want it so badly remember to be your soul by
saying the three W’s.
• Who

What

Where

Who am I? I am my soul.
What am I? I am my soul.
Where am I? Stamp your feet and say, “I am on earth!”

Harry Potter continued

Children and adults are viewing the Harry Potter movies as a
way to get courage to stand up for what is right. Opponents of
the Harry Potter movies and books view them as evil, teaching children evil.
Evil exists everywhere. Children need to learn how to combat evil. The Harry Potter series teaches the soul how to recognize and combat evil thereby learning to have the courage
to defend the soul. The ego is not good. If a child chooses to
be the ego then the choice has been made and the pathway
set until the soul takes over; Harry Potter will not teach the
ego any new tricks but it will teach the soul to have the courage to stand up for itself.
Harry Potter is an abused child who stands up for himself—
not an easy thing to do when you have been abused.

The ego lives in La La Land. It has no clue. No connection
with reality, it lives in a made-up world. The soul lives on
earth. The soul lives in reality. You may still decide to buy the
car, house or shoes but your soul will have made the decision.

Movies: Harry Potter
The ego has so many faces, some of them are little white lies
and some of them are outright lies that are so egregious that
the worst criminal would have had to have committed it. The
ego, whether it is relatively good or evil is still a lie.

A 14 year old girl standing with her father to buy tickets told
me that her father had seen the first Harry Potter movie 100
times. I asked her if she was afraid when she saw the monsters
in the film. No she laughed. I looked at her father and said
that I was very afraid when I read the books but then you had
to have lived it yourself to have that kind of fear. He looked at
me and agreed. After having read the books and now seen the
two Harry Potter films I can say that my fear is nearly gone
and my courage has arrived fully grown.

Harry Potter represents the soul and the ego is what he is fighting. How the ego manifests itself is shown graphically in the
new Harry Potter movie. Harry Potter is teaching our children and adults especially those of us who come from backgrounds of being abused that anyone can stand up for truth—
even Harry Potter who is a boy who looks rather ordinary.
Children go to school and adults work in jobs where they
have to fight these same battles with the egos of other people
who wish them to fail, to fall, to be hurt or maimed or otherwise made ill.
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